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Billy Mays Band To Play For Mid-Winters
Donahue To Lead Phi Psi Inducts
25 New Members
Band Feb. 11 & 12 Into
Fraternity
Phi Psi, honorary textile fra-

The Central Dance Association presents Billy Mays' cele- ternity, held the preliminary
brated Capitol Recording Orchestra, with Sam Donahue, parts of its fall initiation before
the Thanksgiving holidays. Twenfor the Mid-Winters Dance, February 11 and 1.2.
May explained for cjance fans
the reason for his 'long-time
friend, Sam Donahue, being delegated to lead the band on its
present nation-wide tour now that
May be planned to remain' permanently in Hollywood. May has
just signed an exclusive contract
with Capitol Records.
Sam Donahue in addition to being acknowledged as the most exciting tenor sax star in the country has also had a long and distinguished career with his own
band, recording on the Capitol
label and touring the leading ballrooms, schools, hotels and theatres throughout the land. Because
of this diversified background it

Clemson Glee Club
To Give Christmas
Program December 7

A concert of Christmas music
will be presented1 by the Clemson
College Glee Club oh Thursday,
December 9 at the College Auditorium in Tillman Hall at 8 p. m.
The 75-voice organization under
the direction of Hugh H. McGarity, Acting Head of the Music Department, will perform a fiftyminute .program of Christmas
music of several European countries and the United States.
The Clemson singers will offer
a group of Christmas folk songs
from South Carolina, North Carolina, Florida, and Mississippi.
These folk songs compiled by
Ruth Crawford Seeger will be
performed publicly in Clemson for
the first time.
Duo-piano compositions will be
rendered by Mr. and Mrs. McGarity and will include two selections from Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker Suite". Stage arrangements will be made by Mr. George
C. Means, Associate Professor of
Architecture, and honorary faculty member of the Glee Club.
Students, Clemson College facSAM DONAHUE
ulty and staff, community, and
was only natural that Billy May school children are invited to atshould turn over the leadership tend. No admission will be
charged.
of his band to Sam Donahue.
"Though the Billy May Orchestra, witrLSam Donahue, will be
on the raad,~I will keep a hand
in its activities and oversee arrangements. But my work with
Capitol will of necessity keep me
in Hollywood where I waill have
The Council of Club Presidents
to devote full time to these armet
in the Chemistry Building
rangements and those of other
Monday night. Purpose of the
artists on the Capitol label."
meeting was to make arrangeThe Billy May orchestra which ments for room allotments to
has been winning critic acclain* campus organizations.
through its public appearances
At the beginning of the meetand recordings, in tis short me- ing, Walter Cox, assistant to the
toric rise to fame, has become president, spoke on the responsione of the top dance bands in the bilities of the student committee
country.
which would be appointed to
work with the faculty committee
on room distribution.
Seven nominations for student
Community Chorus will re- committee members were made.
hearse tonight (Thursday, De- They were Leon Cooper, George
cember 3) at 8 p. m. in the Bennett, Tom Bookhart, Arthur
College Chapel. Sunday after- Brown, Jess White, Wildon Hucks
noon at 1:30 p. m., chorus and Red Whitten. I The first five
men were elected to serve on the
members are asked to meet on committee.
the porch of the College Chapel
It was decided by a majority
to arrange transportation to An- vote that a committee chairman
derson to practice with the An- would not be elected by the
derson Choral group and the whole council, but by the comAnderson Symphony Orchestra. mittee itself.

Oub Presidents
Meet To Decide
Room Allotments

NOTICE

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION
HOMECOMING DANCE SERIES
November 5, and 6, 1954
RECEIPTS
Tickets Sold
200 block tickets at $4.00
$800.00
142 Friday night tickets at $2.50
355.00
*403 Saturday night tickets at $2.25
906.75
Total ticket sales
Placing
Photography

$2,061.75
80.00
15.00

Long on cash

$2,156.75
.05

Total receipts

$2,156.80

.
DISBURSEMENTS
JUNGALEERS Orchestra
Chaperones
Guards
P. A. System Operators
Printing and Advertising
Bouquet for Queen
.
Telegraph and Telephone
Maid Service
Decorations
Refreshments
Photographs
Federal Admission Taxes
Total Disbursements

..$525.00
- 45.00
. 24.00
_ 12.00
_ 37.23
_ 7.21
_ 23.70
_ 4.00
_ 40.65
_ 14.93
_ 56.83
_ 174.39
$ 964.94

NET GAIN
$1,191.86
Ticket stubs and unsold tickets balanced out with tickets
purchased.
/
*Sold out of Saturday night tickets and substituted 3 Friday night tickets at Saturday night ticket price.

ty-five men were eligible to join
under the requirements of a major in some phase of textiles and
a 2.6 grade point ratio for juniors or a 26 for seniors.
The men being initiated this
semester have already completed
their informal initiation. The final initiation will be held sometime this month.
Those initiated are as follows:
Lawrence O. Bragg, textile manufacturing junior of Enoree;
Benjamin H. Bell, textile chemistry senior of Inman; Bobby A.
Painter, textile manufacturing
junior of Arcadia; I. Duane Alewine, textile manufacturing junior of Anderson; and Clarke R.
Starnes, Jr., textile manufacturing senior of Gastonia, N. C.
Also, Ronald Lee Childress,
textile engineering junior of New
Orleans, La.; Richard E. Whitlock, textile manufacturing senior
of Lake City; William R. Hunter,
textile engineering junior of
Rock Hill; H. Joe Gleaton, textile manufacturing senior of
Greenville; and Ray Hampton
Fowler, textile engineering senior
of Spartanburg.
Also, Fred H. Hope, textile
manufacturing senior of -North
Augusta; Robert L. Holmes, textile engineering junior of North
Charleston; Kenneth C. McAlister, Jr., textile engineering junior
of Anderson; William Golden:
textile manufacturing senior of
Piedmont;
William
Addison
Key, textile manufacturing senior
of Columbia; Charles H. Ferguson, textile manufacturing senior
^ol Great Falls; and John R. Swetenburg, textile engineering junior
of Anderson.
Also, Walter D. Gunnell, Jr.,
textile manufacturing senior of
Spartanburg; M. Donald Morgan,
textile manufacturing senior of
Gaffney; Ralph E. Patrick, textile
manufacturing junior of Gaffney;
Robert J. Tisdale, textile engineering junior of High Shoals;
James L. Gilbraith, textile engineering junior of Greenville:
Robert C. Grant, textile engineering senior of Abbeville; Pete Turner, textile chemistry junior of
Greenville; and Charles L. Hall,
textile , engineering senior of
Greenwood.

Spartanburg Club
Plans For Annual
Christmas Dance
The Spartanburg County-Clemson Club has, recently held two
meetings and is making plans for
its annual Christmas dance. The
dance is to be held December 23
at the Spartanburg Country Club.
Newly-elected officers of the
club include: co-presidents, Buddy
and Jerry Parker, architecture
juniors;
vice-president,
Cecil
Brown, education senior; secretary-treasurer, Bob Parker, electrical engineering
sophomore;
and Bill Sumner and Jimmy
Fleming, decorations chairmen.
Also, historian, Hugh Atkins,
education senior; and publicity
chairman, John Foster, arts and
sciences senior.
Music for the dance will be
furnished by Ben Ballenger and
his "Pastels". Admission will be
by membership or invitation only.
All interested
non-barracks
students are advised to tontact
any of the above officers for additional information.

Students Receiving Pink
Slips Are Announced
Thirteen students at Clemson
received five or more pink slips
on their mid-semester reports, it
was reported last week. Several
students were reported as doing
"A" work in as many as 17 hours
The Block and Bridle Club of work.
held its regular meeting in Room
The students with at least five
12 Dairy Building, Tuesday, Nopink
slips were: David F. Borvember 23, 1954.
The guest speaker for the ev- •chert, agriculture freshman of
ening was Prof. George B. Nutt, Greenville, who obtained 6 pink
Head of the Agricultural Engi- slips for 17 credits of superior
neering Department. He presented facts dealing with the rela- work; Thomas E. Boyce, textile
tionship of Animal Husbandry engineering junior of Joanna, with
and Agricultural Engineering. He 5 pink slips for 13 hours; John B.
also pointed out that there are Butt, chemican engineering junnow feed lots equipped with maior of Greensboro, N. C, with 5
chinery that will eliminate the
hand labor once needed for cattle pink slips for 17 credits; and Edward R. Cathcart, pre-medicine
feeding.
The Block and Bridle Club sophomore of Anderson, with 5
meets every second and fourth pink slips for 11 hours.
Also, Morgan I. Fralick, Jr.,
Tuesday nights in Room 12, Dairy
dairy junior of Bamberg, six pink
Building.
slips for 16 hours; Charles E.
Gray, industrial education senior
of Spartanburg, 5 slips in 13
credits; James K. Henderson,
dairy senior of Clemson, 6 pink
slips for 16 credits; and William
A. Leitner, chemical engineering
Dr. Hugh M. Brown will attend junior of Clemson, 5 pink slips in
the meetings of the technical sub- 13 credits.
Also, James T. Ligon, agriculcommittee of the Cotton and Cotton Seed Advisory Committee as tural engineering sophomore of
the representative of the textile Easley, 6 pink slips for 17 credits;
Gerald B. Manning, electrical enschools.
The Technical Sub-Committee gineering freshman of Abbeville,
consists of representatives from 5 pink slips for 12 credits; Lewis
the Department of Agriculture, R. Martin, chemical engineering
State Experimental Stations, Na- freshman of Anderson, 5 pink
tional Cotton Council, Textile slips in 14 credits; Jimmy A.
Schools and cotton research sRichardson, agricultural engineeragencies.
ing sophomore of Lancaster, 6
The members of'Technical Sub- pink slips for II hours of credit;,
committee will discuss the various and James O. Scaife, Jr., preproposed research projects, per- veterinary freshman of Myrtle
taining to the utilization of cotton, Beach, 5 pink slips for 13 hours.

Nutt Speaks At
Block And Bridle
Club Meeting

Dr. H. M. Brown
To Attend Cotton
Committee Meet

Brimm To Speak At
BSU Conference
The Clemson College Baptist
Student Union and the public will
be afforded an opportunity to
hear Dr. Hugh Brimm, Professor
of Sociology and Human Relations
at Carver School, speak at the annual^ Christian Action Conference
in the Baptist Church, December
3 and 4.
Dr. Brimm received his Afc B.
degre from Mississippi College in
1938, his Th. M. and Th. D from
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. In 1944 and 1945, he
was pastor of the First Baptist
Church, Quincey, Florida.
From 1945-1947, he was Professor of Sociology at Mercer University and from 1947-1952, he
served as the Executive Secretary
of the Social Service Commission,
now the Christian Life Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention. Since 1952, he has been

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers held a special
meeting Monday night, November
29.
At the meeting, R. L. Best, the
club's president, lead a business
discussion and presented plans for
a field trip.
Professor J. F. Sutton, the club's
faculty advisor, spoke on the necessity of planning for the annual
spring convention now, which will
take place during March in Vir
ginia.
A selected film of exceptional
interest, "The Dupont Story", was
shown. It was an account of
progress in American chemistry,
relating the stories of several men
who played important parts in
the advance of chemistry in this
country. 0
All members who are interested
in going on the field trip and
haven't signed up are asked to
contact J. M. Sloan as soon as
possible.
Professor A. F. Schildhauer, retired Dupont executive, was guest
for the meeting. '
The next meeting of the ASME
will be held next Monday, December 6, at 6:30 p. m. in room 300
at Riggs Hall.

Cannon Green On
Campus Dec. 13

Henderson Wins
Annual Borden
Co. Scholarship
James K. Henderson was
awarded the Borden Agricultural
Scholarship by the Borden Company Foundation last month.
This scholarship is for the
amount of $300, and is awarded
annually to the eligible senior
achieving the highest average
grade on all college work preceding his senior year. To be
eligible for the award the student must have included in his
curricula two or' more dairy
subjects.
Henderson is a dairy major and
is a member of the Dairy Club
and the dairy products judging
team.
He is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, president of Alpha Zeta, and
co-editor of the Agrarian. He is
also captain in the cadet corps
and an outstanding AFROTC student.

ASME Presents
Plans For Trip

DOCTOR BRIMM
Professor of Sociology and Human Relations at Carver School
of Missions and Social Work,
Louisville, Kentucky.
The conference will meet in
three sessions beginning at 6:30
p. m. Friday and at 2:00 and 6:30
Saturday. During each two hour
session, there will be a short intermission for refreshments.
Topics to be discussed are
"The Bible and Human Rights",
"Human Relations on the Southern Scene Today", and "Working
Together as Christians for a
Stronger Democracy."
Dr. Brimm will also speak
during the Sunday morning worship service at the Baptist Church.

The Rev. Canon Bryan Green,
England's greatest preacher, who
will be on the Clemson College
campus, December 13-16, is known
throughout the world for his ability to teach Christianity through
his great speaking ability.
Born in England in 1901, Green
took over his first evangelical
mission at the age of 19. This dynamic and tireless crusader is
known for his popularity among
young people.
Besides his regular duties as
rector of St. Martin's Church in
Birmingham, England's second
largest, he writes for many newspapers and Church journals. He
adds to these duties his evangelistic missions throughout the
world. Among the countries he
has visited are Canada, Germany,
Australia, New Zealand, and many
in Africa.
Mr. Green will open his ser
vices at Clemson with a student
convocation on Dec. 13 and will
continue his work here through
the sixteenth.

A scene from the Barber of Seville shows some
of the principal characters in the famous opera
which will be presented by the Boris Goldov-

sky's Opera Theatre December 1 in the Clemson College Field House as the second of the
Concert Series.

Concert Series To Present
"The Barber Of Seville"
Converse College
To Give Program To
Wesley Foundation
- A deputation from Converse
College will present the program
at the Wesley Foundation meeting next week. The girls will arrive at 5:30 for supper, and after
presenting the evening program
will hold a social hour.
The deputation was originally
scheduled to visit Clemson this
week, but due to difficulties it had
to be postponed.
An informative survey on "College Drinking" appeared last
month in the Methodist magazine
"Motive". Three questions were
asked in the college drinking sur
vey.
They were: why do students
drink, what are some of the special problems created in our so
ciety by the use of alcoholic beverages, and what is considered
ethically right in regard to drinking and how is it determined?
Each question brought a num
ber of replies. To the first, most
students replied that they drank
because of the enjoyment of the
taste. Next in order the reasons
were to comply with custom, to
be gay, to relieve fatigue or tension, to get drunk and to get along
better on dates.
Effects of alcohol cited were
disease, breakdown of family, increase of tension and aggressive
ciSmes, death and destruction of
property on the highways, and increased cost of highway patrols,
mental institutions, and industrial
absenteeism. To the third question the survey said: "That act is
morally right which is characterized by intent to conserve or increase values, and which, on the
basis of the individual, appears
likely to result in consequences
consistent with such intent. Moral
evil- is the failure always to act
in compliance with the best one
knows when such compliance is
possible, regardless of the degree
of struggle required."

Electrical Engineers
Hold Meeting Here
The South Carolina section of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held its annual fall
meeting in the Clemson House
Thursday, November 18.
The
theme of the program was "The
Next Decade in Communications,
Industry and Power."
Several top electrical engineering executives from large electrical organizations spoke at the
meeting. About 100 electrical
engineers from South Carolina as
a whole, and a number of electrical engineering students from
Clemson were present for the
convention.
During the afternoon the group
toured the new student dormitories, the dining room, kitchen,
and activities center. F. Ti Tingely, professor of electrical engineering at Clemson, was in
charge of local arrangements for
the convention.

Opera To Open On Field
House Stage Dec. 13
Opera comes to Clemson on December 13 with the Boris
Goldovsky Opera Theater presentation of "The Barber of
Seville." The opera, an English language version of the
original Rossini work, is the second program in this year's
Clemson College Concert Series.

Clemson Wildlife
Club To Sponsor
Turkey Shoot
The Clemson Wildlife Club will
sponsor a Turkey Shoot Saturday afternoon, December 4 from
1:00 p. m. to about 5:00 p. m. The
place of the shoot will be across
Jewel Bridge on the Clemson Six
Mile Highway Number 133.
There will be events for shotgun and .22 caliber rifles. Any
kind of gun is allowed. If you
do not have a gun or rifle, there
will be several at the match that
you may borrow. Shells and cartridges will also be available.
There will be one frozen turkey
for each group of twelve shooters.
A charge- of $1.00 will be made
for each shot. Special events will
be held for children.
Proceeds from the shoot will
be used by the Wildlife Club to
feed the ducks and geese that
stay on Lake Issaqueena during
the winter months.

Annual Tuberculosis
Drive Starts
Over 1,000 letters, each containing 200 seals, were mailed in
Clemson last week in the beginning of the 46th annual Christmas
tuberculosis seal sale. Although
the drive does not officially end
until February, the greatest effort
will be expended in the three
weeks before Christmas.
Since Clemson lies both in Pickens and Oconee counties, the funds
collected here are divided equally
between the two. Last year some
$1,300 was divided.
Thq Clemson student body donation was in the neighborhood
of $200. last year. The students
will participate in the drive again
this year. Tom Bookhart, of
Kingstree, is in charge of the
dormitory sales.
The whole drive is under the
chairmanship of Mrs. Francis
Brandt, of Clemson.

Toy Drive To End
Next Tuesday
The Tiger Brotherhood plans to
hold over its toy collection drive
until Tuesday, December 7. Students are urged to bring from
home this weekend any old toys
they have around the house.
These toys will be collected by
Tiger Brotherhood members and
company first sergeants, to be repaired and distributed to children
in this area who would otherwise
get little enjoyment out of the
Christmas season.
Townspeople can aid this drive
by leaving toys at Hoke 'Sloan's.

Following the success of the
first national tour of Boris Gol- '
dovsky's Opera Theater (which,
took Mozart's "Merry Masquerade" to 32 cities in 14 states as
far west as Oklahoma during October and November of 1953) a
second and more extensive crosscountry tour has been scheduled
for. the Boston opera-in-English
organization for the season 195455, *by popular demand, according
to an announcement made by
Marks Levine, President of the
National Concert and Artists Corporation, which will again handle
the booking.
Beginning in mid-October
this year, and extending for at
least eight weeks, the second
tour will take the Goldovsky
Company southwest as far as
Texas, offering a new English
version of Rossini's' "Barber of
Seville" with eleven principal
singers, chorus and orchestra.
Mr. Goldovsky, who shares
credit with Sarah Caldwell for
the translation,- will serve both
as conductor and stage director.
Restoring (very likely for the
first time in this country) Rossini's original Lesson Scene music,
the Opera Theater "Barber," premiered at the Boston Opera House
on November 23, 1952, is the result of a complete musical "housecleaning," whereby the original
vocal line is restored throughout,
all extraneous non-Rossini insets
excised, and all of the traditional
cuts opened.
The role of the heroine, Rosina, is assigned to a mezzosoprano, as the composer envisioned it, and, with lines and
action clearly understandable
throughout, the usual "hamming" for laughs is eliminated
in favor of characterizations restored to their intended realism
and credibility.
Settings by Barbara Lawthers
and costumes by Leo Van Witsen
expressly designed for the Boston
performance, will be traveled.
"Reports from our clients all
along the route of the first Opera
Theater tour," declares Marks Levine, "indicate an overwhelming
enthusiasm for Goldovsky's new
concept of opera as living theater
for a twentieth century American
audience. This Company is building a brand new opera audience
of people who have resisted conventional productions in foreign
languages. We hope to tour the
Boston Company each year from
now on and eventually to have
full-week
engagements, with
varied repertoire, in numerous
cities from coast-to-coast."
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Co-Operation? Do We
Have It Or Not Students?

The Civilian Students Will Now Get
Regular Rat Service From Freshmen

rO-OPERATION is defined in Webster's dictionary as "to
apt or work jointly; concur to produce, the same effect."
A good definition. In colloquial language it means everybody working together for the betterment of themselves
and their surroundings.
Co-operation. Something that Clemson has absolutely
none of and there seems to be no hope in the immediate
future of obtaining this intangible force that puts a school
where it belongs. On top. There have been several edito
rials written this year and in years past urging students to
co-operate with each other and the administration.
They have been asked to be co-operative on the matter of
the parking situation. Take a look around campus. You
still .see the same old die-hards who think they are the
jewels of the earth parking when, where, and how they
want to with no thought for the other fellow. Parking
tickets are strung about like tinsel on a Christmas tree.
They are paid but the results are nil. The same people
still get tickets the next day.

DON'T GET ME WRONG BUT

The college has undertaken a tremendous job of landscaping to make Clemson really look great. Nobody seems
to care if they have a beautiful campus or not as they toss
trash from windows, tramp across the newly sown grass,
By Lawrence Starkey
and spread debris better than Hurricane Hazel ever thought ATMOSPHERE COUNTS
• variety show "You Can't Beat Fun", sponof doing.
The suggestion was offered at the first sored by the Clemson Jaycees, to be held
of the school year that some of the dances these two nights at 8:13 p. m. at the CaL
There are hundreds of other incidents which are too nu- be held in the new Dining Hall. This, houn-Clemson High School Auditorium.
I was just looking over the cast awhile
merous to mention. All point to the simple fact that Clem- we'll all agree, is still worthy of consideraago, and it looks like this is going to be
tipn. t
son students just don't seem to care. But maybe they do.
Surely the new Dining Hall would offer a quite an affair. The proceeds will go to
* Let's surprise some people. Let's get the word co-operation more desirable atmosphere than the gym sponsor benefits for underprivileged child
at the Field House. The Mid-Winter's Dance ren, so go if you can.'
out of the dictionary and on to our campus.
on February 11 and 12 will come during LET'S NOT CUT AGRICULTURE . . .
This is* a rather daring and awkward
basketball season and if held at the gymnasium, would necessitate doing the floor thing to write about, but there are some
Clemson students, I have noticed recently,
over.
with
I don't know how good the acoustics are who take every opportunity to run down
I )L<
in the Dining Hall, but the Jungaleers could the School of Agriculture.
{Author of "Barefoot Boy JPitA Cheek," etc)
They hint that an agriculture major is
play during dinner one evening to see how
not quite as "refined" as one majoring in
a band would sound.
Having the dance in the Dining Hall say—Arts and Sciences. I think we have
THE OPERATOR
would
simplify thirfgs considerably. The a tendency to forget that the School of AgOn every American campus there are four standard fixtures:
student
canteen would be right next door riculture has given Clemson more prestige
No. 1 —ivy; No. 2-a statue of the founder; No. 3 —Philip Morris
Cigarettes; No. 4 — The Operator.
and
the
beautiful lounges just a few steps over a longer period of years than anyThe ivy is to prevent strangers from mistaking the college for
a warehouse. The statue of the founder provides shade for necking
away.
thing else. I would hate to think of the
when the weather is fine. The Philip Morris Cigarettes are an aid
From what I hear, members of the C. D. condition that would prevail if nobody
to concentration when you are studious, an aid to sociability when
you are sportive, and a source of smoke rings to impress new girls
A. (Central Dance Association) favor this went into the agricultural field.
.. . And The Operator is the man you can't do without.
proposal, so it's possible that we'll be hav- DO YOU KNOW YOUR MATH?
Well do I remember The Operator on my campus. He was a young
man with a ready smile, a quick mind, fifteen complete changes of
Everybody up on their math. Grab a
ing
dances in a better atmosphere in the
wardrobe, a six room apartment, a red convertible, and assorted
pencil and figure this out. Billy Mays will
near future.
■tocks, bonds, securities, and second mortgages.
The Operator's origins were a source of lively speculation. "Some
probably cost the CDA around 4500 dollars
A STEP FORWARD
aaid he was left over from the old Capone gang. Some said he was
Judge Crater. Some said he sprang from the brow of Zeus.
I believe one of the best things the admin- Everybody has been hollering for a big
But, in fact, he was just an ordinary student — to begin with. In
So everybody
istration ever did was arranging this series name band. Here it is.
his first year he studied hard, took copious lecture notes, got good
grades, and made a big reputation as a friend in need. He'd lend
should be there. Now let's do some fast
of lectures which we are enjoying.
you money; he'd let you copy his lecture notes; he'd write themes
Mr. Leland Stowe, who spoke to the stu- multiplying. If- the CDA could sell 2000
lor you; he'd sit up all night to help you cram for an exam. All of
this was done with infinite good nature on his part, and no obligation
dent body on November 19, presented his block tickets between now and Christmas
on yours . . . The first year, that is.
speech in such a manner that we all felt at $3.00 apiece that would add up to about
In the second year The Operator started to operate. He'd still let
you copy his lecture notes — but it cost you a quarter. Sitting up to
like we were getting the inside story—and 6000 dollars. That would pay all expenses
help you cram cost 50 cents an hour till midnight, 75 cents an hour
we
probably were.
for the dance and leave some to get another
afterwards. His prices for writing themes were based on a sliding
scale-a dollar for a "C", two for a "B", three for an "A". A "DH
And
from
all
reports,
this
Canon
Bryan
big band for the next dance. Of course,
cost you nothing, and if you flunked, you got a dollar credit on the
next theme he wr^ote for you.
,
,
Green seems to be a great orator. No stu- three dollars is a lot of money for 10 hours
His services expanded steadily. He added a line of cribs for
dent will want to miss this famous English of pleasant listening and dancing music by
examinations. He booked bets on football games. He did a bit of
bootlegging. He ran a date bureau. He rented cars, tuxedos, non-wiltevangelist while he is on the Clemson cam- the number three band in the country. Afing boutonnieres.
,
pus December 13 through 16.
ter all, the tickets could be six or seven
But-all of these were really sidelines. His main line was lending
money. At any hour of the day or night, for any amount from a dollar
dollars. Do I hear a motion on the floor
DOING
ANYTHING
MONDAY?
to a hundred, The Operator was always ready with a sympathetic
Doing anything next Monday or Tues- 'that everybody get on the bandwagon and
ear and cash on the barrelhead. And he rarely charged more than
150 percent interest.
day? I've been asked to play a musical swing this deal? Sounds good to me.

The New Dining Half Would Provide
A Great Spot For The Next Dance

Usury and sharp trading are practices not calculated to win
affection. Nobody loved The Operator. But nobody did anything
about it either ... Because undergraduates live in a perpetual state
of need —need of money, need of lecture notes, need of romance,
need of beer, need of something-and The Operator was the goose
that laid the golden eggs and, therefore, safe.
Nor did The Operator seek affection. He just went his wellheeled way, serene and carefree . . . No, not quite carefree. One
thing troubled him: a fear that some day he might graduate. Graduation, leaving school, would mean the end of his empire. You can't
run a business like that from the outside; you must be right in the
midst of things, spotting opportunities, anticipating needs, keeping
your finger on the public pulse.
So he took great pains to stay in school, but never to graduate.
This he accomplished by constantly shifting majors. He would come
within a semester of getting a B.A. in sociology and then transfer
to law. When he had nearly enough law credits, he'd switch to
business administration. Then from business administration to
psychology, from psychology to French, from French to history,
and so on, meanwhile getting cultured as all get-out, rich as Croesus,
and never accumulating quite enough credits for a degree.
Finally, of course, it caught up with him. There came a semester
when no matter what he took, he had to wind up with some kind of
a degree. He looked frantically through the class schedule trying to
find some major he hadn't tried yet. And he found one r physical
education. So, sleek and pudgy though he was from high living, The
Operator entered the department of physical ed.
It was a mistake. Among the people he had to wrestle and box
with were some great hulking fellows who, like everybody else on
campus, owed him money.
Their tiny foreheads creased with glee as they regarded The
Operator's trembling little body; their massive biceps swelled joyously; their flexors rippled with delight. Rumbling happily, they
fell upon him and covered him with lumps, the smallest of which
would have taken first prize in any lump contest you might name.
Confused and sick at heart, The Operator dragged his battered
members home. He knew he had to get out of physical ed; his life
was forfeit if he did not. So, unhappily, he transferred to some other
course, and the following June, a beaten man in his cap and gown,
received with lifeless hands a diploma and a bachelor of arts degree
and shambled out into the great world.
t
I don't know what happened to The Operator after .graduation.
It's not a bad guess that he's serving time in some pokey somewhere.
Or maybe he was lucky and went into the advertising business. If so,
he is surely a big man on Madison Avenue today.
But, as I say, I don't know what happened to him. But this I do
know: another Operator appeared on campus as soon as this one
left, and he in turn was replaced by another, and the process goes
on endlessly.
For as long as boy students like girl students better than going
to class, as long as parents cling to the delusion that the allowance
they had at college is sufficient for their children, as long as blood
runs warm and cash runs short, there will be an Operator operating
on every* campus
everywhere.
■
_„
■
nu
■
"
t)Max Shulmtn,
1954
This column is brought to you toy the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.
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A Word To The Wise

By WAYNE DAVIS, Assistant Cadet Chaplain
Only a few short weeks ago this column To look at the beauty of God's creation
was filled with words of advice and en- from the vantage point of the chapel is
couragement to a group of green and eager more than inspiring in itself.
freshmen. They were told that an honest
Many companies have an active Evening
effort on their part would accomplish much Vesper program. There is a definite place
toward a successful stay at Clemson. To- for everyone. It is always a thrill to gather
day many of those same freshmen are still in one of the rooms to listen to someone
around. The first major change to meet read the Scriptures and then join in a quiet
the eye is that their heads have lost a little period of prayer.
of their glow due to' the addition of a new
The list could go on and on. It would
growth of hair.
include the weekly Sunday Evening Vesper
I think, however, if we look beyond the- program at the YMCA, work with the cabsurface we will find that they have matured ernet and councils of the Y, and the many
in many ways. Practically all of the activities of the respective church groups.
church groups have recorded a noticeable
More noticeable are the events in the
increase in attendance over the same pe- very near future. This weekend all sturiod as last year. There has been an ab- dnts are invited to a Christian Action Consence of the characteristic slump in at- ference at the Baptist Church. Dr. Hugh
tendance after the State Fair holidays. Os- Brimm will lead a discussion centered
car is not the only one who can give out around the Christian's responsibility in reorchids. I think that many of the current gard to interracial action. Sessions will be
freshmen are to be commended for their held Friday night, Saturday afternoon and
active participation and interest in the re- night.
ligious life of our .campus.
Later this month our campus is being
Since we are off to a fine start let us con- favored with a visit by Canon Bryan
tinue toward even greater accomplish- Green, who is acclaimed by many to be
ments. As we look around we found many "England's greatest preacher." The seropportunities for service and participation. vices will be held in the College Chapel,
Morning Watch is held each morning imr December 13-16.
mediately following breakfast. The numUnfortunately, devotion cannot be measber attending has not been large, but the ured in terms of numbers. All the avefellowship is always enriching. Can you nues of service are of but little value if
think of a better way to start off the day? they do not result in a renewed desire to
Before many more days our beautiful new follow in the steps of the One who came to
chapej will be available for full-time use. give the abundant life.

By JOE McCOWN
One of the most recent "big deals" that advantage of this situation. It would be
has arisen around the campus in the past 1 shame to have it loused up.
week or so is the question as to whether THE NEW POST OFFICE
those students not connected with the
The new student post office which is to
military in any way should rate the ser- be located under the dining hall really
vices of the freshmen who are at present looks like a dream come true. It means
members of the cadet corps.
the end of the era of waiting in the general
The argument for rat service for civil- delivery line of the town P. O. whenever
ians was that any man who has served his anyone wanted to check and see if they had
period of rat service satisfactorily rates the any mail. It also means that the crowded
services of the freshmen for as long as he conditions at the old Post Office will be alis in Clemson, no matter what his standing leviated, and that quite a few Post Ofis with the military. This argument won fice boxes now being held by students will
out and it was decided to provide regular be "released to the residents of the town of
rat service. for the civilians. Under the Clemson. Before the new student Post Ofnew plan for freshmen, the cadet corps fice was planned, a project was under conwill furnish each room of upperclassmen on sideration to remodel the basement of the
each company with one rat. Then, all of old P. O. and install boxes there for the
the surplus freshmen will be assigned to students' use. The new student mail centhe civilian students who rate rat service.
ter will make it unnecessary to carry
The rats who are turned over to the civ- through this expensive project by relievilians will each be responsible for the care ing the crowded conditions in the town Post
and cleaning or six separate rooms. Also v Office.
these freshmen will be allowed to sign out
The new Post Office will be large enough
to civilian students during their hours of to handle the crowds of students that
hall detail. The civilian students do not throng there , after meals without being
have to meet a Saturday inspection, so the jammed as the old Post Office is now. Alfreshmen assigned to them will not- have so, its location makes it possible for all
to prepare an upperclassman's room for a of the students who eat in the dining hall
formal inspection.
to check their mail and then return to their
If this method of splitting the freshman rooms without leaving the shelter of the
duties between the cadet corps and the civ- dormitories.
ilian students works according to plan, it LET IT GROW
will solve the problem of providing rat
After the completion of the main dormiservice for all of those who have earned it tory building project, many raw scars of
whether they are members of the cadet 'red clay were left around the buildings
corps or the regular civilian student body. and sidewalks. To hide these scars and
At first, this may seem like a pretty low to improve the appearance of the campus,
blow for the rats. But if you get to think- grass was planted. At this time, most of
ing it over, the whole thing seems great. No the grass has begun to show above the
Saturday morning inspection to clean up earth, and it really looks great. I say most
for, so Friday night you get to loaf. Artel of the grass is growing, because a few
if a rat is a real smart cookie, he will make thoughtless students have persisted in- trya few treaties with his upperclassman ing to make paths where no paths were inwhereby both partiees can be satisfied with tended, and in that way they have killed
the minimum of effort and toil on the part some of the grass by walking on it. It took
of the rat. Sounds like heaven, doesn't it? a lot of work and time to get the grass
Just a warning. Both sides had better planted, so take the long way around and
play according to the rules and not take keep off the grass—let it grow.

-:- DISCO-PA-TION
By Mack McDaniel

The contents of the November
issue of International Musician
include, a very good seven page
article on music in South Carolina.
This magazine is the official
publication of the American Federation of Musicians. J. Albert
Fracht, conductor of the Charleston Symphony, is given a very
good writeup and his picture appears on the cover.
The Clemson concert band is
mentioned and pictures of the
Community Choir and the production of "The Student
Prince" are also included.
Stan Kenton is on a ten weeks
tour of his second annual Festival
of Modern American Jazz. His
band consists of,twenty men and
he is also presenting a number
of other top-flight jazz artists including Art Tatum, Shorty Rogers
and his Giants, featuring drummer
Shelly Manne, guitarist, Johnny
Smith, banjoist Candido, and the
Charlie Ventura combo with vocalist Mary Ann McCall.
The show is a slight letdown
from last year's with June Christy, Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, and Lee Konitz.
According to Billboard, the top
tune is I Need You Now by Eddie
Fisher (No comment). In second
place is a very pleasant little bit
called Mr. Sandman and its done
very well by the Chordettes, the
Four Acesj and Les Elgart.
Number three is This Ole House
by Rosemary Clooney. Following
are If I Give My Heart to You,
Hey, There, Papa Loves Mambo,
Teach Me Tonight, and Hold My
Hand.
Its a Woman's World is still on
its way up but it doesn't have
what it takes to reach the top.

By the way, what does a tune Story is merely a new-.hi-fi pressneed to reach ttte top? Musical ing of a recording that was requality is certainly not a factor. leased about a year or so ago.
Songs such as I'm Looking Over a
Leonard Bernstein has written
Four Leaf Clover, Shake, Rattle, a very good score to a recent
and Roll, Sh-Boom, and With movie, On The Waterfront starThese Hands would never get ring actor Marlon Brando. The
anywhere if they were dependent October 11 issue of Time contains
upon the musical content.
an excellent article on Brando.
If a song has a certain commerFrom the article: "When he
cial twist and money behind it, it landed in town in 1950, to make
is well on the way to success. The The Men, Hollywood stood there
records are played on the radio with open arms. But Brando, a
and put in the juke boxes until sullen kid who went everywhere
the public bites and starts buying in blue jeans and a soiled T shirt,
the records.
stubbornly resisted the town's
Several years ago, dis jockey. professional charm.
«
"Jazzbeau" Collins had a very
He told them precisely, in Milgood jazz program on one of the
local Chicago stations. He played tonic periods of incomprehensive
nothing but the best jazz. A local jive talk, what to do with their
"Cube" sent in a postcard request- "putrid glamour". The columnists
ing the then little known tune began to build up a legend about
I'm Looking Over a Four Leaf him that, true or false, is sure
Clover. Strictly for laughs, Col- to stick.
Where Barrymore was "The
lins put the record on. After it
was over he said, "It can't really Great Profile," Valentino "The
be that bad. Let's play it again Sheik", and Gable "The King,"
and see". So he played it again Marlon Brando is known to millions who read about Hollywood
and again . ■. . and again.
Each time he introduced it as -every day as "The Slob."
Even with all this resentment,
some well known jazz number. He
played it all day. One woman Hollywood is grateful for Brando.
phoned in and said, "Please stop "Two more like Brando," said one
playing it. I can't stand it!" Col- producer, "and television can
lins told her, "H— lady, you can crawl back into the tube." Says
Elia Kazan who directed him in
turn your radio off."
Within a week, every record On the Waterfront, "Brando is
shop in Chicago had sold out of just the best actor in the world
the records and Collins was sent today." Why doesn't he leave
a contract from WNEW in New Hollywood? His answer is, "The
only reason I'm here is because
York with a nice fat salary.
Several LP's taken from movie I don't yet have the moral
sound tracks have been released strength to turn down the money!"
Marlon's friends insist that he
recently. • They, include music
from The Egyptian, The Robe, is a thoroughly misunderstood
Magnificient Obsession, The Glenn young man. "If this is a slob,"
Miller Story and Seven Brides for say producer George Glass, "it
Seven Brothers. The Glenn Miller should of happened to me."
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Jaycee's To Hold
Variety Show For
Underprireleged

Letters To
Tom Clemson
Dear Tom,
During the Homecoming weekend you were very busy with the
many and complicated details of
such an occasion. I believe that
everyone will admit that you did
a fine job. In fact there were
many compliments in. regard to
the service in the dining hall, the
fine job in getting the buildings
ready, and even the football team
came through with a great performance.
There was one change, or
should I say addition, that really
seemed to stand out. While I was
at home over the weekend I heard
many people say that the prayer
(before the game was one of the
finest things that you had done.
One person said that it was the
first time that she had known of
a football game being opened with
prayer.
The crowd was very slim for
The Citadel
game.
However
something besides spectators was
missing. Where was the prayer?
It might be well to ask if the
prayer at the Furman game was
just thrown in as an extra sidelight or were the motives true
'and sincere?
You started a good thing, Tom,
'but please don't try to impress the
alumni by making a novelty of
prayer.
Yours truly,
Wayne Davis

'South Carolina1
Movie Is Next
Of Film Series
In the second of a series of mo
tion picture programs shown at
Clemson College Chemistry Auditorium Sunday afternoons as a
community service, two films will
be presented next Sunday at 3:30
p. m.
"South Carolina", in color, gives
the "romantic background for the
modern New South where an intriguing blending of the old and
new reaches a climax of charm in
historic Charleston", This is one
of the state films produced by the
Standard Oil Company.
The second film, reproduces
one of the Nation-wide "Telephone Hour" broadcasts. The
Bell Telephone orchestra,- Donold
Voohees conducting, presents
Josef Hofmann, pianist, and the
following program: Overture to II
Guarany; Rachmaninoff's "Prelude in C Sharp Minor"! the last
movement of Beethoven's "Enr
peror" Concerto.

How jdid we get the lovable
name Santa Claus? It is
an
Americanization of Sante Klass,
Dutch dialect for St. Nicholas,
bishop of Myra. This early Christion saint, who died in 326 A. D.,
was the patron saint of school
The sun sends out 400,000 times boys and his genial patronage has
been extended to all children.
as much light as the moon.

What have VICEROYS got
that other
filter tip cigarettes
haven't got ?
.-^

,y^°

Monday night, December 6,
8:13 p. m., will mark the opening of the
Clemson-Pendleton
Jaycees' two hour musical variety show "You Can't Beat Fun."
The presentation is to be staged
under the direction of Miss Ann
DeRonde in the auditorium of the
Calhoun-Clemson High School.
Admission will -be one dollar for
adults, fifty cents for students,
and twenty-five cents for children. Reserved seats may be procured at no extra charge by presenting your ticket at the Clemson Furniture Company for reservation. The show will also be
presented again Tuesday night
December 7.
Some of the members of the
cast are as follows: Master of
Ceremonies, Lucky Lamson, Mike
Hubbard; Good Time Charlie, Ad
Carwile; Frivolous Sal, Carwile
McWhite; Klondike Kate, Grady
Daniel, Jr.; Big Bull Moose,
Flo we Trexler; Diamond Lil,
Richard Yarborough; Oil
Well
Willie, O. W. ("Glfed Tidings")
Deason; Minnie The Moocher, Jim
Taylor; Wall Street Sam, Jim
Sawyer; Big Bertha, Dick Plyler; Senator I. Kissem, Betts Wilson; and Lead Singer, Richard
Brown.
Music for the show offers everything from old time folk tunes
and songs of the gay 90's to modern swing numbers, including
popular ballads of today and yesterday. The accompanist will be
Mrs. K. R. Helton.
From the moment the curtain
rises to disclose the interior ot
the Hidie-Ho Club until the spectacular finale there isn't a minute when there isn"t something
going on. Choruses using fast
stepping local teen-agers beat
out rythmical routines, businessmen dressed as famous funny
characters appear in skits that
run the gamut of hilarity from
ventriloquists to pantomime in
the portrayal of an old time silent movie version of "Frankie
and Johnnie," that is a "meller
drammer" in the "he was her
man but he done her wrong"
manner.
A dressing race between two
men to show that women need not
take so long to put on their glad
rags, a syncopated wedding, specialty acts, and even a fashion
show called "Round the Clock
With Little Miss Up to Date."
The fashion show will be under
the direction of Mrs. Flowe Trexler of Clemson and clothes will
be furnished by Gallant-Belk of
Anderson. Anyone interested in
participating in the fashion show
is asked to contact Mrs. Trexler
phone 6983.
In addition there will be an audience participation stunt which
allows those who attend to get
into the act and win prizes.
The revue comes from the Empire Producing Company of Kansas City, Missouri, and is being
sponsored by the Clemson-Pendleton Jaycees, benefits going
towards a Christmas Shopping
Tour for underprivileged children
and a teen-age rodeo, to be held
in tthe near future.

Recently elected officers of the freshman class
are: (front row, left to right), John McGougan,
vice president; Barney Austin, president; Jerry
Steele, secretary; and David Masters, treasurer.

(Back row, left to right) Representatives, Jerry
Sinclair, Bob Richey, Fred West, Richard Ashemore, Lee Shokes. (TIGER photo by Bob
Huey).

that the three majors, Tweety Wake Forest. Did somebody say
Pie, Hot Lips, and Peahead must something about "more" A. B.
—OSCAR SAYS—
have had a good time in the
Cracker state. How about- it
that Bob (I'm still snowed)
snakes!
Tarleton was up to his old tricks
—OSCAR SAYS— '
in Rock Hill last weekend. How
that the three colonels also have many do you want on the string
been trying to snow the women lover?
—OSCAR SAYS—
folks. Ask Gruesome Glenn, Morthat the football players really
bid Morris and Horrid Hope.
brought out the weeds in a hurry. ■
—OSCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) wonders if Bill How about it H. B. and Tommy?
—OSCAR SAYS—
(Knock First) Turner is behaving
that basketball is starting now
himself. People are watching you.
and that means Bruce (I have a
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Bill (I know it all) Key convertible) Holzschuh will be
able to start showing off again.
is still running around. You re—OSCAR SAYS—
mind some people of Liberace.
that he (Oscar) wonders if the
—OSCAR SAYS—
Taps staff has gone underground.
that Tom Trively thought he No news is good news but not
would be safe. You are so wrong, with these boys.
kiddo. Nobody is safe.
/
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Guy (H & M) Hill is carthat Richard Dumbo Neely also rying this rifle situation too far.
said that he would never make Lay off kid. You aren't everythis column again. Keep flying, thing.
—OSCAR SAYS—
boy commander.
that Walter (Big Mouth) Ram—OSCAR SAYS—
that A. B. (Mr. Military) Blan- age had better watch his step. He
ton really had a good time at is heading for a fall in a big way.

Board of Directors of the Oconee County Tuberculosis Association.
,
At one time or another since
1925, Professor McKenna
has
taught every course in the Weaving and Designing Department
By Red Whitten
Professor Arthur Ernest McKenna, Head of the Weaving In the late 20's he and Profesand Designing Department of the Clemson Textile School, sor E. F. Cartee were the only
two professors in the Weaving
was born in 1901, in Barrington, R. I. From 1919 until 1922 and Designing Department. Sure
Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society
he attended the Rhode Island School of Design from which ly Clemson has grown many
"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
he graduated at the end of three years with a diploma. (At times since the late 20's and with
SOUTH CAROLINA
GREENVILLE
that time no degree was given for the three year course).
it has grown Professor Arthur
After graduation the present nor of the Society of Mayflower Ernest McKenna, a living part of
professor's first job was with the Descendants in the State of South our great college.
Mount Hope Spinning Company Carolina. Arthur McKenna is a
in Warren, R. I. During this pemember of the American Asso
108 North Main Street
Furman University has received
riod the textile business in the
"Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men and Students"
North was not too prosperous ciation for Textile Technologists more than $20,000 in grants for
and in 1923 the Mount Hope and a member of Iota Lamba Sig- chemical research within the last
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Spinning Company discontinued ma Fraternity. He is also on the six years.
operation. Arthur McKenna was
then employed by The Warren
Manufacturing Company of Warren, R. I., for whom he worked
two years (from 1923-1925).
In 1925 one of Professor McCome in and see our fine Christmas selections.
Kenna's brothers—(He has two
in the textile industry)—was emDiamonds
Watches
Silver
ployed by the New Braunfels
Textile Mills in New »Braunfels,
College Seal Jewelery
Texas, a firm of which he is now
Sheaffer Pen Sets
Cuff Links
Necklace Sets
president. Arthur McKenna followed his brother South and was
Floating Opal "
Bracelets
Tie Slides
employed by the Houston Cotton
Twine Mills of Houston, Texas.
Music Boxes
Chokers
Belt Buckles
His new job in Houston was on
the second shift which was then
Billfolds -- Manicure Sets
a twelve hour night shift.
After one month at Houston,
McKenna learned of a teaching job open at Clemson College, Clemson, S. C, and applied for the job. At that time
he couldn't be sure of his love
for teaching but he knew he
didn't like that twelve hour
shift in Houston.
Thus, another familiar figure of today
was brought to the Clemson
/
campus in the year 1925—29
/
years ago.
/
His first job at Clemson was
Instructor of Weaving and De
/
*r
signing in the Textile School. In
1927, he was appointed Acting
Associate Professor of Weaving
smd Designing and Head of the
Weaving and Designing DepartThe United States constructs ment.
To those interested in advanced academic
about 3.7 billion dollars worth of
With four years of teaching bestudy
while associated with important research and
new roads per year.
\
/
hind him, Professor McKenna obtained a year's leave of absence
/
\
development in industry, Hughes offers
and completed work at Clemson
S
two separate practical programs:
-'
for a B. S. Degree in Textile
Engineering. He returned to the
ON THE CAMPUS
Textile School in 1930 as Associate Professor of Weaving and
December 2
Designing.
"BLOCK 13"
starring Peter Reynolds, Rona
As soon as he had obtained
Eligible for these Fellowships are
A program to assist outstanding
Anderson — Also
his B. S. Degree from Clemson,
those who have completed one year
individuals in studying for the
Professor .McKenna went right
"CARNIVAL STORY"
of graduate study in physics or
Master of Science Degree while
to work on his Master's Degree.
Ann Baxter ond Steve Cochron
engineering. Successful candidates
employed in industry and making •
He spent the next four summust qualify for graduate standing
December 3
contributions to important military
THE
HUGHES
at the California Institute of Techmers at Thfr University of Tenwork. Open to students who will
"THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY"
nology for study toward the degree
receive the B.S. degree in Electrical nessee and received his MastJohn Wayne and Claire Trevor
of Doctor of Philosophy or postEngineering, Physics or Mechanical
er's Degree in 1933.
in CinemaScope
HOWARD
doctoral work. Fellows may pursue
v
COOPERATIVE
Engineering during the coming
When
Professor
Shinn
resignDecember 4
graduate research in the fields of
year, and to members of the Armed
ed as Head of the Weaving and
physics or engineering. During
Services honorably discharged and
"BLUEPRINT FOR MURDER"
Designing Department in 1935,
summers they will work full time
holding such B.S. degrees. As many
Joseph Cotten and Jean Peters
HUGHES
FELLOWSHIP
in .the Hughes Laboratories in
McKenna was named to fill the
as ioo Fellowships will be awarded
Saturday Morning & Late Show
association with scientists and engivacated position.
each year.
"SCUDDA HOO SCUDDA HAY"
neers in their fields.
In 1931, he married Miss Ruth
Candidates must meet entrance
June Haver and Walter Brennan
Each appointment is for twelve
requirements for advanced study
FELLOWSHIPS
Wills of Greenville who was a
PROGRAM
Admission Sat. Morning 10c
months and provides a cash award
at the University of California
nurse at the time of her marof not less than $2,000, a salary of
at Los Angeles or the University
December 6
riage. Today the McKenna's have
not less than $2,500, and $1,500 for
of Southern California. Participants
"PRINCE VALIANT"
one daughter, 21 year old Judith
tuition and research expenses. A
will work full time during the
in CinemaScope, starring
f«
L. McKenna, who is a senior in
for
suitable adjustment is made when
summer in the Hughes Laboratories
Robert Wagner and Janet Leigh
the School of Nursing at Union
financial responsibilities of the Feland 25 hours per week while purScience
low might otherwise preclude parDecember 7
suing a half-time schedule of
Master of
Memorial Hospital,
Baltimore,
ticipation in the program. For those
graduate study at the university.
Maryland.
"CALL ME MADAM"
coming from outside the Southern
and
Science
Salary is commensurate with the
Professor McKenna is the oldEthel Merman, Donald O'Connor
California area provision is made
individual's ability and experience.
est member in length of service
December 8
for moving and transportation
Tuition, admission fees and books
Engineering
Degrees
on
the
present
textile
school
staff
expenses.
"DEMETRIUS AND THE
for university attendance are pro-v
(29 years). He served five years
GLADIATORS"
vided. Provision is made to assist in
as a faculty advisor for the Bobpaying travel and moving expenses
Victor Mature and Susan Hayward
bin and Beaker, and is a member
from outside Southern California.
in CinemaScope
of Phi Psi Fraternity.
For 29
for the Howard Hughes Fellowships in
December 9
Science and Engineering: Address all
years Professor McKenna has
for the Hughes Cooperative Fellowship
"THE OUTCAST"
HOW TO APPLY
correspondence to the Howard Hughes
Program: Address all correspondence
HOW TO APPLY
been
a
Mason.
He
is
past
Gov
John Derek and Joan Evans
Fellowship Committee
to the Committee/or Graduate Study
ernor and present Deputy Gover

Professor McKenna Began
At Clemson In 1925

HALES

STQNE BROTHERS

LAY AWAY CHRISTMAS GIFTS

CLEMSON JEWELERS
ENGINEERS

PHYSICS GRADUATES

CLEMSON "Y"

THE ANSWER IS

20,000 FILTERS
IN EVERY VICEROY TIP
Inside every Viceroy tip is a vast network
of 20,000 individual niters to filter your
smoke over and over again. You get only
the full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice tobaccos . . . and Viceroys draw so freely.
Yes, you get Viceroy's remarkable new
tip ... with 20,000 individual filters ...
plus king-size length for only a penny or
two more than cigarettes without filters.

WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING
FILTER TIP CIGARETTE

I

B:flHBi

New
King-Size
FilterTip

TIGER TAVERN
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
University of Southern California

University of California at Los angeles

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
K'NG

SIZB

Only o Penny or Two Men than Cigarettes Without Filter*

HOURS:

7 A. M. 'TIL MIDNIGHT

s
/

-*HUGHES

\
\

{

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

}

\

LABORATORIES

I

\

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

^-

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California

/
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Bengal Basketeers Play Duke And N. C. State Quints
Swim Team Practices For
Opening Meet On Saturday
For several weeks now, there has been activity in the "Y"
pool. Coach McHugh has put his charges through several
vigorous sessions in preparation for the Tiger tankmen's
first meet against Eastern Carolina College at Clemson Saturday.

By: Lewis Cromer
TURNING TO THE HARDWOODS
Football season is over. It is dead and buried. The 1954
Bengal pigskin season is a thing of the past and we now are
able to focus our attention on another phase of our collegiate athletic program, that sport commonly referred to
as basketball.
Clemson, unfortunately, is not or holds immediate promise of being, one of the country's top hardwood aggregations. Nevertheless the charges of Coach Banks McFadden
will give a good account of themselves in their games this
year.
The squad is functioning together well as a unit and the
opening games and practices should give them much experience on the courts. The team faces a potent schedule and
crashes right into it this week against basketball units from
Duke and the University of North Carolina. The team is
certainly worthy of our support so there should be good
turnouts at all of our home games.

CRUSHING CURTAIN CLOSER
The Clemson Tigers closed out their 1954 football season
with a smashing 59-0 victory over the outmanned, outclassed, and outeverythinged Citadel. The Tigers piled up the
lopsided score despite the efforts of Coach Frank Howard,
who emptied his bench during the encounter and allowed
every man who dressed to see action. Even Jim Coleman,
with an infected finger, was called on to boot an extra point.
He made it too.
Ken Moore sang his swan song double forte as be
roared across the double stripes three times and averaged 30 yards per carry in the game. Though he has
been used mostly in a relief role this year, Moore has
been one of the Tigers' most dependable ground gainers.
Howard played three and what some consider four full
teams. All scored offensively except the "krack K unit"
who scored a pair of tallies defensively.
\
The Citadel never penetrated Tiger territory at any time
during the contest. Their deepest penetration was to their
own 41 yard marker. It was indeed a sad day for Coach
McMillan's Bulldogs. The rain only deepened his misery.
IN RETROSPECT
Looking back over the 1954 football campaign, one gets
the impression that the Tigers were better than their fivefive record would indicate.-,
The Tigers opened their campaign with a resounding 33-7
victory over P. C. The Georgia Bulldlogs, though outplayed in the contest, dropped the Tigers 14-7 in their tilt at
Athens. From there, the Bulldogs went on to a successful
year. The next week, the Bengals let an inspired V. P .1.
aggregation score three quick touchdowns, and the advantage was never overcome as the Tigers dropped their second
of three 18-7.
The Tigeors rebounded with blood in their eyes to
take the measure of a heavily favored Florida team 14-7
on the Gators own home ground in Jacksonville. Bussey's boys came through in brilliant style to dip the Gators. Even with this, however, the Bengals again fell
, victim to the Carolina Gamecocks on Big Thursday
13-8. The Tigers held statistical edges over all of their
opposition through the Carolina game.
The Tigers woke up in the second half to down the Demon
Deacons in Charlotte to the tune of 32-20. The Tigers were
really rolling, everyone thought. The next week was
Homecoming and the Tigers rolled over the Furmans 27-6
to give the home folks a thrill. Look out, Maryland, here
we come, was the Bengal watchword.

The starting Tiger quintet talks things over before launching into their first week of rough
sledding against P. C, Duke, and North Carolina State. They are, left to right: center Bill

Riser, forward Tommy Smith, guard Bruce
Holzschuh, forward Barry Ryan, and guard
Bill Yarborough. Coach Banks McFadden can
be seen giving his boys some advice.

McFadden Names Starters;
Faces Strong Opposition
By Lewis Cromer
After the Presbyterian encounter of last night, the charges
of Coach Banks McFadden move on to bigger and better
things. They journey into the foothills of North Carolina to
take on two of the Tar Heel State's top basketball aggregations, Duke and N. C. State.
On Friday night, the Tiger
basketballers will be in Durham
facing Harold Bradley's boys who
finished with one of the top records in the South last year. The
Blue Devils last year played such
outstanding quintets as Furman,
Navy, and Maryland and also
showed up well in the Kentucky
Invitational, and the Dixie Classic
Tournament.
The Blue Devils have lost the
services of all Conference men
Bernie Janicki and Rudy D'Emilie plus seniors Marv Decker and
Charlie Driesell. In their place,
however, have come up several
men from last year's Blue Imp aggregation.
Returning to the Duke fold
are lettermen Joe Belmont,
Marv Blackburn, Marty Doherjty, and Jim Duncan. Belmont,
a junior from Philadephia, holds
down one of the first string
guard roles and Blackburn, from
West Upton, Massachusetts, will
probably start at the other.
Doherty and Duncan will be
vying for the starting nod at
center.
All in all, Coach Bradley expects a potent crew up at Durham this year. Duke is one of
the ACC dark horses and could
give North Carolina and State a
rough time later on in the season.
North Carolina State is a perennial basketball power in the
South. They have won the conference tournament on seven dif-

——
ferent occasions. Last season
they played such teams as LaSalle, St. Johns, the Villanova
They were one of the outstanding
teams in the Dixie Classic last
year.
The Wolfpack was hit hard by
graduation. They lost lettermen
Bobby Adams, Doug Kincaid, Jim
Stevenson, Mel Thompson, and
Dick Tyler. All conference man
Herbie Applebaum is also lost to
the Wolfpack.
Returning to the basketball
wars at Raleigh are a host of lettermen, however. Whitey Bell,
Dave Gotkin, Vic Modolet and
Ronnie Sheffel will be coming
back to fight for guard posts. At
the forwards will be Lou Dick
man, Philip DiNardo and David
Kelley. Ronnie Shavlik, last years
pivotman, will be back for another campaign as will Cliff
Dwyer from Cincinnati.
The North Carolina State fresh
man squad will also furnish several capable men to the varsity
North Carolina State and the University of North Carolina are
rated as championship contenders in the ACC by the pre-season
dopesters. At any rate, the Wolfpack will furnish lively opposition
to the Tigers.
Coach Banks. McFadden will
probably start the team that started the Presbyterian game against
the Blue Devils and Wolfpack. At
the guard positions will be Bill

They came and went. Maryland, capitalizing on every break thrown their way downed the Tigers 16-0.
The Tigers gained more on the' ground, in the air, and
by the penalty route than did the Terps, but that mattered very little. Unfortunately the score is the only
thing that counts in a ball game.
The Auburn loss and The Citadel slaughter were anti-climaxes to the season. The Maryland game spelled the difference between a losing or a winning season. The Tigers
didn't win. Why the Tigers lost three of their games is in
doubt.
Perhaps Coach Howard best summed it up when he said,
"A better bounce of the football could have brought us a
couple more victories." It's just the way the ball bounces,
I guess. Anyway, its water over the dam now. Let's look
forward to next year and better things for everybody. Maybe we'll even beat Carolina, who knows?

t

Short Orders

Sandwiches

Coffee..... Soft Drinks

DANS
Clemson, S. C.

also working hard to gain a dash
position.
All are showing up
well
The Tiger swimmers open with
Eastern Carolina here Saturday.
The visiting team will spend the
night Friday at the Y. M. C. A.
prior to the game and may stay
over Saturday night also. Last
year the Tigers beat Eastern Carolina but this year, Coach McHugh
expects a much better Eastern
team. Their swimming facilities
rank among the best in the South.
The Tankmen move on next to
Durham and Raleigh, North
Carolina to take on the swimming
teams from Duke University and
North Carolina State. Both are
said to have fine teams this year
and rank with North Carolina as
the conferences best.
The swimmers from -Tigertown will take a vacation for
the Christmas holidays, but return to action the next Saturday against the Wofford Water
Spaniels at Spartanburg. The
following week, the U. S. C.
Gamegoosers will visit Clemson for a meet and the Tigers
will see action against Emory In
Atlanta on the next Thursday.
Exams will cause another break
in the swimming schedule. The
week of mid-semester holidays
will only mean more work for the
swimmers, though, as they tangle
with Virginia here . on February
second, The Citadel at Charleston
on February fourth, and Davidson at Charlotte on the eleventh.
The tankmen close out their regular season against North Caro-

HOKE

This week's Esquire Shops
for Men Award goes to end
Walt Laraway for his outstanding performance in ThG
Citadel contest. Laraway will
receive a shirt from Esquire
Shops as a token of his win-,
ning the award.
In The Citadel game, Laraway
scooted over the double stripet
twice. Once, he grabbed a block
punt for a tally and later he
speared a wayward toss and sped
the full distance for another Tiger TD. Laraway also played <
(Continued on pege 5 )
lina on the 19th of February.
On the twentieth, they will participate in the South Carolina
Collegiate Swim Meet held this
year in Columbia at the University of South Carolina. The At* >
lantic Coast Conference Meet will
be held at Chapel Hill at the University of North Carolina this year
and our swimmers will be there
to participate. The tentative date
is the second week of March.
Coach McHugh Is very pleased
by the progress shown by his
swimming team, but issues a
reminder that it is not too late
to still come out for the team.
He especially needs divers to
bolster Porcher, his sole performer.
If anyone is interested in coming out for the team and wants*
to work, he may report to Coach
McHugh at the Y. M. C. A. pool
any afternoon at four o'clock. No
experience is necessary, only a
desire to work.

SLOAN'S

For Christmas presents of the better class . . . Arrow
Shirts, Interwoven Socks, Crosby Square Shoes . . . all
Formal Equipment and Rentals.

BILL & HATTIES DRIVE-IN
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
Located On Seneca Highway

WHAT'S THIS DROODLE?
For solution see paragraph below.

ODD

□aa
LADY SCRUTINIZING SELF
IN MIRROR AFTER USING
VANISHING CREAM

Lili Whitfield
University of North Carolina

ACCORDING TO THE LARGEST and latest coast-to-coast
college survey, college smokers prefer Luckies—and

SWISS CHEESE MADE
■Y I.B.M. MACHINI

Mart Fink
Brooklyn Collegt

TREE BEING FELLED
BY MIDGET AND TALL FRIEND

GIRL WITH PONY TAIL
RIDING PONY

Donald O. Kistner
Texas Tech

William H. Harris
Washington State College

fX^'-

by a wide margin. The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste
better. Thousands of students appreciate Luckies*
better taste almost as much as the pair in the Droodle
above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and
enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies
taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky

Shop now for Christmas and relax!

Strike means fine tobacco. Then, "It's Toasted" to
taste better. This famous Lucky Strike process tones

Why not shop now for Dads, uncles and brothers? The campus
stores are near, less crowded, and loaded with smart Arrow
items for the male side of your Christmas list.
Be it shirts, ties, casual wear, handkerchiefs, or underwear.
Arrow has them in smooth styles and perfect fit. Get them now
and spend your vacation days restin' and rompin' in the easy
social manner. Slide down to the man who sells Arrow and
solve your Christmas-shopping cares today!

AJIIIOW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • CASUAL WEAR

Open 11 A. M. to 12 P.M.

Yarborough, a six foot, 150 pound
junior from Walhalla and Bruce
Nelzschuh, a six foot two, 170
pound junior from Teaneck, New
Jersey.
At the center spot for the two
games will most probably be giant
pivotman Bill Riser, a six foot
seven inch junior from Bowman,
South Carolina. George Brodie,
a six foot four sophomore from
Hartsville, South Carolina.
At the forward posts will be
Barry Ryan, six foot one inch tall
from Washington, D. C. Barry "is
a senior. His partner is big Tommy Smith, a six foot four inch
lad from Hendersonville, North
Carolina. Tom is a junior. Buddy
Shook, a six foot four inch senior from Liberty, is also slated to
see much action in the contest.
(Continued on pege 5 )

The Eastern Carolina meet will
open a vigorous slate for the
tankmen. They will face during
the campaign, some of the top
swimming crews from the Southern Conference and the Atlantic
Coast loop.
This year the Tiger swimmers will be captained by Frank
Hanckel and Rusty Hawes, two
of last years returning lettermen and the only two seniors
on the squad. Hanckel, from
Charleston, swims the 440, 220,
and the 100 yard freestyle
events while New Yorker Hawes
cleaves the water in the dash
events for Coach McHugh's
boys.
Two breaststrokers returning to
the Tiger fold are Wes Summers
and Jack :Langston. Both boys
are capable performers and will
give the Bengal tankmen a fine
combination of breaststrokers.
In the backstroke department,
the Clemsons have Richard Carter
from Savannah returning to bolster their attack. Last year Carter turned in a creditable performance and Coach McHugh expects even better things from this
boy this season. Helping him in
the backstroke division will be
Greene and Wilson.
The Tigers will miss the services of last year's captain Harmon Darnell who was lost to them
by the graduation route. He- was
a most dependable backstroker for
the Tiger swimmers.
Joel Porcher from Mount
Pleasant is the only diver on
the varsity squad. Porcher,
however, is loking good and
promises to be right in there
with the best of his competition this year.
Wes Mallard from Sumter and
Weston New of Greenville are
two sophomores who will help out
quite a bit in the distance events.
Both boys have filled in capably
and Coach McHugh seemed much
impressed with their progress.
In the dashes, the Tigers have
"Tick" Hendee from Florida and
Bill Roberts from Gastonia returning for another campaign
with the pool boys. Larry Lanier
from Savannah, a sophomore, is

Lara way Awarded
Esquire Honor
For Citadel Play

up Luckies' fight, good-tasting tobacco to make it
taste even better—cleaner, fresher, smoother. So,
enjoy the better-tasting cigarette . .. Lucky Strike.

"Beftea taste Uxchxe^..,

LUCKIES TASK BETTER
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
©A.T.Cd.

ESODOCMJ*

A»MICA^lE*MKOJ4AjrUrACtUKJt.ORiCIQAMttM
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THE TIGER — "He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Thursday, December 2, 1954

Tigers Humiliate Bulldogs In Final Outing
Ken Moore Outstanding In
Bench. Emptying Classic
Clemson's Tigers ended their 1954 football season by rolling over the hapless Bulldogs from The Citadel by the score
of 59-0. This gave the Bengals a 5-5 win record for the year.
\ Nineteen Clemson seniors ended their college careers at Memo- and when Andrijki tried to kick,
rial Stadium Saturday, before an it shot straight up, landing on
extremely small crowd of 1500 the 23.
loyal fans.
Buck George, the
Pagliei got a first and ten, and
vanishing American from Rock "Red" Whitten carried to the 5.
Hill, ended his career a little Moore carried to the 2 and Whitearlier than the other seniors as ten Scored on an end sweep. The
he sprained his ankle mid-way in P. A. T. was no good and the
the first half.
score stood Clemson 20, Citadel 0.
The rain and sleet during the
Fielding carried the kickoff
morning had left a huge puddle
17 yards to the 32. George inin the middle of the playing
tercepted a Fielding pass and
field, but it did not rain after
returned it 13 yards to the 21.
the contest began.
It was on this play that George
The Tigers gained 502 yards on was injured and retired from
total offense, 405 of which was the game. Wells and Ross got
gained by rushing attempts. De- 2 each to the 17. Wells hit the
fensively, Clemson, which was line for a gain of 5 to the 12,
ranked among the top ten in rush- but Clemson was penalized 5
ing defense, held The Citadel yards for offsides. Citadel held
eleven to 64 yards, both rushing and took over on downs.
and passing. The Bulldogs manCitadel had to kick out of their
aged only 3 first downs. Senior territory to their 38. On the next
Ken Moore, from Calhoun, Ga., play King passed to Scott Jackgave the best performance of any son in the end zone for a touchClemson back this year, carrying down. This was called back,
the ball 5 times for 152 yards and however,
because
King was
2 T. D.S.
forward of the line of scrimmage
The Citadel won the toss and when he passed. The half ended
elected to receive. Left-half as King was thrown back to his
Roy Allen returned John Tice's own 45 for a loss.
kickoff 30 yards to the ChariesThe third period was the most
tonians' 45. Quarter-back Miles hectic of the game with Clemson
lost to the 37. D. Boclmowich scoring 26 points.
gained to the 42. Allen tried to
Willie Smith took the second
punt, but the kick was blocked
half kickoff and got 9 yards to
RED WHITTEN
by Wingo Avery on the 3Q yard
his 40. It was again Moore's
line.
turn to show his heels to the
George and Wells carried for 3 Bulldogs as he went 60 yards
yards each to the Bulldog 24. for the score. Bussey's converO'Dell made it a first and ten on sion was good. Clemson 27-Citthe 17 with 2 cracks at The Cit- adel 0.
Clemson kicked off to The Citadel line.
George made four
more, but Don King fumbled on adel, who got to their own 36
the next play and Carl Rankin before' they had to punt again.
By Ferrell Prosser
of the Bulldogs recovered the Pagaliei went 80 yards to score,
One of the outstanding seniors on the Clemson Colbut this one was called back for
ball on his own 22.
Niles got 5 yards to his own clipping. This was the third time
lege campus is a red-headed, likeable fellow by the
36. Allen tried to ptint, but Clemson had a touchdown called
name of Richard A. Whitten. Very few people recogEight plays later, howit was blocked by Laraway, back.
nice this name, but when one says "Red" Whitten, there
who picked it up from the 12 ever, the Tigers hit pay dirt again
and scampered over for a T. D. with Wells bringing in the 6
can be no doubt as to whom he is referring.
with 20 seconds remaining in points from the one yard line.
Red Whitten came to Clemson
the first quarter. King kicked Parades made the conversion.
In the fall of 1951. He came to This is quite an honor, especially
Citadel took the kickoff, but
the extra point.
3us from Lanier High School in for a Day Cadet such as Red. DurThe "B" unit took over at the could go nowhere against the
:
Lanier, Georgia, where he made ing Leadership Laboratory perend of the first quarter. Pagliei's Tiger defense, so they punted
quite a name for himself acade- iods, Whitten acts as Group Comkickoff was returned by Miles 12 out on the Bengal 18. Moore
mically and athletically - speaking. mander in drill. He is one of the
got 19 and Wells hit the line for
Red was an honor man at Lanier top AFROTC "students on the cam- yards to the Bulldog 28. Allen,
after gaining 6, fumbled and Bus- 1 to bring the ball to the ClemHigh, finishing with top grades. pus.
son 38. At this time Wells
sey recovered at the 34.
He was also well known as a
Red Whitten was married on
sprinted 662 yards to score aidKen Moore broke loose for 30
football player.
June 6, 1953 to Barbara Hays yards to the 5. Ankeuta scored,
ed by 2 key blocks. Mark Kane
He • lettered four times on' the Whitten and recently has been but the Tigers were charged
missed his try for the extra
Lanier High team and was named blessed with a son. The boy, Rich- with capping and were penpoint.
High School all-American his sen- ard A. Whitten Jr. was born on alized 15 yards. "Joltin* Joe"
Clemson's kickoff was reior year there. He also ran on his father's birthday, a swell Paliei got 15 yards to the 1. At
turned 9 yards to the 33 by
the track team there. The ex- birthday present for his dad.
Walker. The Bulldogs were
this point Bussey sneaked the
perience gained in high school
Red has majored in textile ball over for the score. Parades
penalized back|to their 28 for
has aided Red greatly in his col- manufacturing and plans to take
backfield in motion. Laraway
converted.
legiate endeavors.'
up textiles as a career. Red's
Miles returned the Clemson intercepted a pass and ran 32
Whitten has lettered three years first obligation, he says, is the kickoff to the 28. Miles and yards for another touch down..
on the Clemson team. His sopho- Air Force. He plans to go into Bochnowich made a first in two Kane again missed the PAT
more year, he served as trie pilot training soon after his grad- carries to the 40, Citadel's second attempt, with 45 seconds re"Workhorse" of the Tigers as full- uation.
of the game. Three plays failed maining in the third quarter.
back. That was the year that Red
Clemson's third team took over
Red rates this year's team as to gain anything at all. They
was the Tigers' most consistent the best he has seen at Clemson. were penalized 15 yards for of- in the fourth quarter and began a
ground gainer.
(Continued on page 6)
In Red's own words: "Auburn was fensive holding, lost three yards,
He had his greatest day against the only team who should have
Auburn his sophomore year beaten us. Boy, they had it!"
carrying the ball 22 times for a
Red Whitten will be rememtotal of 95 yards. He also played
TICKETS
a spectacular game against Ken- bered as not only one of the
greatest football players to don
tucky that year.
a Clemson jersey, but also as
His freshman year, he played
on the varsity, but did not letter. one of the finest "Clemson men"
Red made the trip to Jackson- to step out of its portals.
ville in 1951 when the Tigers
played the Miami Hurricanes in
McFADDEN NAMES
the Gator Bowl.
(Continued from page 4)
His junior year, he was again
the Tigers' best rushing back.
Don Shealy, Doc Morgan, Ben
Both his sophomore and junior Crosland, and Red Landers will
years, he copped the team rush- be around to reinforce the guards,
ing title just ahead of Don King. while John Mikell, Rock Stone,
During his senior year, Red and David Bauman will be around
found himself sidelined due to to play their share at forward.
an overabundance of fine fullThe Tigers warmed up with
backs. Nevertheless, Red has
Parris Island Marines here two
played well in a reserve role this
weeks ago and have been concenyear for Prank Howard. He has
trating on rough scrimmages, feathe same old power when he
turing passing and contact drills.
cracks the line that he had his
The squad stayed up and pracsophomore and junior years.
ticed during the Thanksgiving
Football is only a sideline at
holidays and seem bent on doing
Clemson for Red. He has worked
their best toward improving the
up an exceptionally fine grade
status of the team. They hope to
point ratio of 2.9 at his studies.
improve on the won-lost record
This is quite unusual for an athof last year's basketball quintet.
lete. Red began early to build
Coach McFadden says that
up his GPR and he has seen to
the capabilities of this year's
it that he kept it up.
team have yet to be realized.
Whitten is also one of the
When asked what he thought of
campus leaders in organizations
this year's prospects, the wily
about Clemson. He is president
Banks replied, "I'll be able to
of the Block "C" Club, a memtell you better after this weekber of the Tiger Brotherhood,
end." Win, lose, or draw,
and has held the office of presthough, McFadden and his boys
ident and secretary of Blue
will be no doormat this season
Key. He was recently named to
for anybody's basketball team.
"Who's Who in American Col-

Whitten Excels
In Many Things

Quickly, Comfortably, Dependably

leges and Universities. He is an
outstanding: leader in many
*ways.
Along military lines, Whitten
'has also' shone brightly. He presently holds the rank of cadet
captain in the Air Force ROTC
program at Clemson. Recently,
Red was riamefl the winner of a
DMS (Distinguished Military Student) award in the Air Force.

The first genuinely American
Christmas
carol was
written
around 1635 by Father Jean De
Brebeuf, Jesuit missionary to the
Huron Indians. He composed in
the difficult Huran languages a
carol called "Jesous ahatonna."
The Indians kept it alive in song
for nearly 150 years before it
was put in writing..

LARRY'S
Across From Bumming Line
TIGERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!

Company. Seventh place is a tie
between B-2 and A-3..
Games
this week may change the standings of some of these teams up
or down the scale.

LARAWAY AWARDED

(Continued from Rage 4)
The Intramural Volleyball Tournament championship, which was his usually fine offensive game.
decided in the playoff in
an
Laraway has been a Clemson
elimination tournament, was won stalwart all season and closed out
by Company C-l.
his career with the Tigers in fine
' Going into the tournament with form, winning the coveted award.
only a fair record as faT as Walt has been one of King'g
games won and lost, Company principal pass receivers throughC-l kept in the tournament by out the campaign.
Named back of the week was
defeating some of the best teams
in the league. The final match Kennie Moore. Moore set the
was a 3 best out of 5 games woods on- fire Saturdays He averwith C-l winning the first two aged 30.4 yards per carry and set
and the fifth game over Company a new rushing record, topping
DON KING
WINGO AVERY
Bobby Gage's old single game
B-3.
Clemson Quarterback
Clemson Center
record of 30.3 yards.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
Ken has come on like a meteor
BEGINS
Although touch football is in the Tigers last few games. He
still being played on Monday, raced back a punt 74 yards in
Wednesday and Friday, the the Wake Forest encounter on a
basketball program begins to- run that will never be forgotten.
Ken has played
his
last
night. There will be two games
game for the Tigers but he will
on each court on Monday,
long be remembered. He is one
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
of the mainstays in the 1954
nights, beginning at 7 p. m.
Tigers attack.
Schedules for all games are
sent to the Company Athletic Officers or for teams such as clubs
Pick Out Your
or civilian students, those schedules go to the team captains.
CHRISTMAS
Civilian students may
enter
so long as the members of each
GIFTS
team lives in the same area or on
the same hall in the dormitories.
Now. Every Item
Al{ teams except ROTC companies must submit a list of players and the room numbers of
Gift-Boxed Free!
CLYDE WHITE
SCOTT JACKSON
each. In the case of a club team,
Clemson Left Tackle
Clemson Right End
the list of players must be turned
in and all the players must be
PLAYER OF THE WEEK:
bona fide members of the club.
WALT LARAWAY
TOTJCHBALL CONTINUED
Touch football will be continued through December 10
at
least, with the championship beGift Certificates
ing decided on the basis of the
For Any Amount
Don King, Wingo Avery, Scott Jackson and Clyde White best record for the team in games
won. To date,, the leading teams
were honored by their teammates last Monday night during are as follows:
the selection of next year's captains and this year's out- Company D-3, C-l, and C-2 are
tied for second place. In third
standing players.
place come Day Students and
King, the Tiger's regular
Veterans team number two. These
"Shops For Men"
quarterback on the "King" pla- 1955 Clemson Tigers against their are followed by Companies A-l,
toon and also recipient of, the opponents next year.
B-l, and D-l. In fifth place are
Clemson
Greenville
"Swede" Nelson Sportsmanship
Jackson, one of the four D-2, A-2, and C-4. Sixth place
Award last fall, was an overTiger co-captains for the past teams are C-3, D-4 and Band
whelming choice for the 1955
season, received the bid as
captaincy. The 21
year old
"Most Valuable Piayer" of the
junior from Anderson, S. C,
'54 team. A standout end for
accepted the honor stating,'"I'll
three years at Clemson, the
Hart Schaffner & Marx... Embassy Row .. .Van
do my best not to let anyone
native of Manning, S. C, hopes
down next year."
Heusen Shirts . . . Freeman Shoes
to show up well in the BlueAvery, the Tiger center and Gray game this Christmas.
Stetson and Lee Hats
defensive signal caller on what
White, also a co-captain, was
proved to be one of the three top picked "Best Defensive Player"
defensive elevens, was named al by his team mates. A 220 pound
ternate captain. Wingo is from tackle from Greenville, he has
Newnan, Georgia.
MainAtEarle
CA 5-9691
Anderson, S. C.
been chosen for several all-conThese two men will direct the
(j Continued on page 6)

King And Avery Are Named
As Captains For 1955 Season

ESQUIRE

ANDERSONS FINEST

No Miter Compares with
for Quality or Effectiveness!

Actress Diana Lynn: This is the
best filter of all—L&M's Miracle Tip.
The smoke is mild, yet full of flavor.

Mr. and Mrs. Stu Erwin, stars of TVs great "Stu
Erwin Show": As we say on TV, this certainly
is the Miracle Tip. L&M's filter beats 'em all..

Mrs. Laddie Sanford, Socialites
I smoke L&Ms... so do most of my'
friends.Wonderful filter...fine taste)1

by GREYHOUND

Atlanta, Ga.
Athens, Ga.
Augusta, Ga.
Columbia, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Greenville, S. C. —
Anderson, S. C.
i
Charleston, S. C. .—
Greenwood, S. C
_
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C. _
Spartanburg, S. C. _
Washington, D. C. _

..$3.05
_ 1.95
_ 3.60
_ 3.10
- 3.40
_ .80
_ .45
_ 6.00
_ 1.65
_ 6.75
_ 4.15
_ 1.55
_10.55'

New York, N. Y. .
Birmingham, Ala.
Anniston, Ala.
Montgomery, Ala.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Asheville, N. C. ...
Hendersonville, N. C.
Hickory, N. C.
Durham, N. C.
Raleigh, N. C.

Seneca Rd. — Phone 5220

WE SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES
North Main at Calhoun
ANDERSON, S. C.

Intramural Sports
Program Announced
By Y. M. C. A. Staff

GREYHOUND

..15.00
_ 6.55
_ 5.20
.6.70
_ 8.60
_14.50
..12.05
_ 2.40
_ 1.85
_ 3.95
_ 7.10
_ 7.40

Enjoy Much More Flavor- Much Less Nicotine
WHAT

is it that makes L&M the most

talked-about, most eagerly accepted,

light and mild smoke. That's effective filtration. No other cigarette has it!

the fastest growing cigarette of all time?

Why wait to try L&Ms? Discover for your-

Just this. It's the filter that counts—and

self what more and more filter tip smokers

none compares with L&M's Miracle Tip. You

are finding out every day: L&Ms are just

get much more flavor, much less nicotine—a

what the doctor ordered.

America's Best Filter Cigarette!
KING SIZE & REGULAR

© tioom & Mras

TOMOCO
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PERSONALITIES

Dr. L f#. Sams, Dean
School Of Engineering
By Dan Richards
This is the fifth article in a series to introduce the deans
of the major schools *o the student body.

Students who were picked for the Distinguished
Air Force award are, left to right, front row:
John D. Hunsuck, Clyde A. Glenn, James K.
Henderson, Chauncey D. Smith, James N. Cal-

20 Cadets Named
As Distinguished
Air Force Students
Twelve Clemson cadets have
been designated distinguished Air
Force HOTC students, according
to Col. Lloyd H. Tull PAS&T at
Clemson.
Those named are John D.
Hunsuck, Spartanburg; Clyde A.
Glenn, Anderson; James K. Henderson, Clemson; Chauncey D.
Smith, Spartanburg; James N.
Calhoun, Ninety Six;w John W.
Harrison, Sumter; John M. Bailey, Seneca; James D. Martin,
Lyman; Joseph H. Easley, Rock
Hill; Thomas C. Drew, Gaffney
Andrei K. Helms,' Waxhaw, N.
C; and Richard A. (Red) Whitten, Macon, Ga.
To qualify for the honor of
.distinguished cadet, each man
had to be among the upper third
academically of the students enrolled in Air Science; had to have
an accumulative academic standing among the upper third of all
students at Clemson pursuing the
same major course, or an academic average of "B" cr better;
possess a high moral character
and definite aptitude for service
in the Air Force; and had to dis
tinguish himself by. demonstrated
leadership, in both AFROTC and
extracurricular activities.

Drop-In To Be Held
For Philip Porcher
Saturday night, December 4.
there will be an informal drop-in
at the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
Oliveres to meet and talk with
Philip Porcher.
Porcher is the past president of
the Canterbury Club at Clemson.
He graduated from Clemson last
year and is now in the seminary
in Virginia.
All Episcopal students and others interested in seeing Philip
are invited to the drop-in.
On Sunday night, December 5,
Porcher will talk to a special
meeting of the Canterbury Club
fc, the Parish House at 9:30 p. m.
His topic for discussion will be
"The Ministry as a Vocation."
Also on Sunday night, at the
Baptist Church, there will be
held a Community Rally service
in preparation for the Bryan
Green Mission. The Rev. R. L.
Oliveres will be the speaker, and
all other Clemson Protestant ministers will take part in the service. All students are urged to
attend.

KEN MOORE
(Continued from page 5)
91 yard march with White scoring
again. An all senior team was
playing at the time of the score.
The drive featured a spectacular
catch of' a 39 yard pass to Ross
thrown by Williams.
Clemson's. final touchdown
came with 2 minutes and 21 seconds left in the game. Ken
Moore returned a punt 19 yards
to the Citadel 41. On the next
play, he went 41 yards for the
final touchdown. Coleman's
P. A. T. was good. Final score
Clemson 59-Citadel 0.

houn, and John W. Harrison. Rear row: John
M. Bailey, James D. Martin, Joseph H. Easley,
Thomas C. Drew, and Andrei K. Helms. Also
Richard A. Whitten, not pictured.

Several Ways To Make
Good Grades At Clemson
Dy Dick Collins
There are various and sundry
ways of making good grades at
Clemson. The first way is to
rack your brain studying, the second is to "obtain" a copy of all
exams, and the third, the easiest,
and most popular method is to
"apple-polish."
The art of "apple-polishing" is
nothing new to the nurrjan race.
Almost everyone knows that the
way to get ahead in anything is
not by knowing so much, but by
knowing so many so well. In a
nutshell its not what you know
but who you know that's important. Most boys at Clemson are
human (I think), so we therefore
deduce that "apple-polishing" is
practiced at our beloved school.
In high school, the art of "apple-polishing does not need to be
developed completely. Everybody
knows everybody there anyway so
there's not so much need for it.
However, a wise person will use
this weapon to his advantage.
When he goes to college, he immediately sees the advantage of
getting on the right side of the
prof. After a few chats with him
after class, the student's grades
almost instantaneously take an
upward leap. Ah! But isn't it
wonderful!! We're not so stupid
after all.
Everybody does a certain
amount of "apple-polishing" in
the course of human events. But
some people are not satisfied unless they become professionals.
These are the ones that run this
gift into the ground. They want
to eat their cake and give it to
the professor too.
The strange thing about "ap
pie-polishing" is that its a "surefire" thing. Only on very rare
occasions does an honest, devoted,
energetic "apple-polisher" fail.
There are many synonyms for
this art in use at Clemson but by
far the more sanitary and appropriate term is "apple-polishing".
But, no matter what name is given
to these persons, their technique
is the same. Glory be to the fellow that has this thing down pat.
May his life be long and happy
and his technique become more
glorious.
It would be well for all to remember that 10 minutes with the
prof, is worth 10 hours with the
books.

Theater Group
To Meet Monday

Spivak Orchestra
To Play At Next
Winthrop Dance
The Winthrop College Dance
Association will present Charlie
Spivak and his Orchestra at their
annual Christmas Dance on December 11, 1954, at 8:00 p. m. in
the College Dining Room. Featured with the Spivak Orchestra
will be Audrey Morris, lovely
song stylist. The price of tickets
will be $2.25 for a date ticket, and
$1.75 for stags. The dance will
be formal, and only those men
wearing tux, dark suits, or uniforms will be admitted.
Charlie Spivak, "The Man Who
Plays The Sweetest Trumpet In
The World" is the musician whose
fresh and original idiom in trumpet playing is described as "honey

CHARLIN SPIVAK
in the horn". He is the leader of
a * great all-time band which
rocketed to topflight stature so
rapidly that it now ranks among
the kings in the entertainment
world.
Notches in Spivak's musical belt
are 20th Century Fox's "Pin-Up
Girl", starring Betty Grable, and
"Follow The Boys" for Universal
and a flock of box-office records
created.at the Paramount in New
York, the Hotel Statler in New
York, the Palladium in Hollywood, and other top spots. Spivak's music-making is so solidly
established for its individuality
that it can be identified whenever
and wherever it is played as "indubitably Charlie's."

Founded in 1826, Furman UniThe Clemson Little Theater versity is the oldest Baptist colwill hold its second meeting of lege in the South.
the year Monday, December 2,
at 8 o'clock in the YMCA.. The
meeting is being scheduled to
coincide with the first tryouts for
(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
The Cocktail Party.
Clemson, South Carolina
This play is to be presented
Phone 6011
during the second semester and
will be the second Little Theater
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
production this year. All memDecember 3 and 4
bers interested in participation in
TYRONE POWER
this production are urged to attend. In addition to the tryouts,
and
reports will be made on the first
TERRY MOORE
play from both the standpoint of
in
the director and producer.

ENGINEERING NOTICE
The Glenn L. Martin Company Representative
will visit the campus on December 7th todisucss
opportunities for graduating seniors of the
School of Engineering planning to graduate in
January or June.
Contact Dean Sam's Office For
Appointment And Further Details.

THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO.
Baltimore 3, Md,
Aircraft — Missiles — Electronic Systems
Designers and Manufacturers

This article will serve as an introduction of Dean James Ha^
good Sams, Dean of The School
of Engineering.
He came to Clemson in 1920
as a student and was graduated
in 1924 with a B. S. degree in
electrical engineering. In 1927 he
returned to Clemson as" an as
sistant professor of engineering.
He then went to Cornell University where he worked on his
Masters in electrical engineering.
In 1930 he went to the
University of Michigan where he
got a Masters in mechanical engineering. Two years later he returned to the University of Michigan where he served as an associate professor. He served in this"
capacity until 1941. '
In 1941 he was called linto active service with the Army Air
Force. His rank was Captain and
just before his discharge he was
promoted to Colonel. Mr. Sams
returned to Clemson in 1946 as
a professor of mechanical engineering.
Then in 1947 he was made vice
dean of the school of engineering.
He served in this capacity until
1950 when he became acting dean
upon the retirement of Dean
Earle.
Mr. Sams was made the Dean
of Engineering in 1951.
■ He was married to Miss Elizabeth Dargan on August 6, 1936.
She is the daughter of Professor
S. T. Dargan who is the head of
the electrical engineering department.
He and his wife have two sons,
James Hagood, II, and Frank
Dargan Sams.
James was graduated from
Clemson last year and is now do
ing graduate work in structural
design at the University of Illinois. He received a B. S.. degree
in civil engineering from Clemson.
Frank is now in his third year
in high school here in Clemson.
He is planning to attend Clemson but hasn't yet decided just
what he will major in.
The Sams family lives on North
Clemson Avenue. They own
their home.
Mr. Sams is a member of several different organizations. He
is a member of the Seneca Club
of The Rotary International, The
Masonic Lodge, A. S. M. E., National A. S. M. E., the Board of
Engineering Examiners, National
Council of State Boards of Engineering Examiners, Representaaive of N. C. S. B. E. E., and the
Engineers Council for Professional Development. ,
He is a member of two honorary fraternities. Tau Beta Pi
and Phi Kappa Phi. Tau Beta Pi
is an engineering fraternity and
Phi Kappa is an honorary fraternity for colleges.
Dr. Sams' hobbies are hunting,
fishing, golf, and shop work.
Mr. Sams is the dean of the
largest school on the campus.
There are eleven departments
under the School of Engineering'.
These different departments have a total enrollment
of 1,196 students and a staff of
approximately seventy-five faculty members.
The school teaches one or more
courses to students in eighteen of
the twenty-nine here at Clemson.
The student hour teaching load'
is second largest in the college.
It is exceeded only by the school

Christmas Parade
To Be Held Dec. 3
The Clemson Christmas parade
sponsored by the Chamber of
Commerce and the Jaycees will
be held in Clemson December 3
at 4 p. m., it was announced by
N. S. Newton, chairman of the1
Christmas activities committee
last week.
Taking part in the parade will
be the entire Clemson Cadet
Corps, the Pershing Rifles and
Senior Platoon drill outfits, and
the Clemson Band. Other musical
organizations taking part will be
the Seneca High School Band, the
Easley High School Band, and
the American Legion Drum and
Bugle Corps of Anderson.
The parade will also feature
Boy and Girl Scouts from Clemson, the cast of the Jaycee-sponsored play "You Can't Beat Fun",
a number of floats, the Bit and
Spur Riding Club of Seneca, and
"Uncle Bill"' Greenleaf, with a
raccoon and dog scene on his
wagon.

Captain Paul Sanders of the Armored Branch
of the ROTC delivers his talk to a group of
seniors at a demonstration held Thursday, No-

Tank Demonstration
Presented By
Armored ROTC
The Armored Branch of the
ROTC at Clemson presented a
demonstration Thursday, November 18. The demonstration was
viewed by all Army Seniors and
by Boy Scouts from the surrounding area.
Captain Paul Sanders of the
Armored department gave a short

vember 18 during the branch
(Photo by Adams)

talk on the origin, role, and mission of the tank. Important features of a tank were pointed out
to the group.
Battlefield tactics were then
demonstrated and the cannon and
machineguns . were fired. Blanks

drill

period.

were used in the cannon for th«
first time at Clemson.
There

are

more

atoms

in

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,

• SOUTH CAROLINA

KING AND AVERY
(Continued from page 5)
ference teams and will join Scott
Jackson as a participant in the
Blue-Gray game. They will both
leave December 17.
Tuesday night the entire football team along with the coaching staff were the guests of
the Greenville IPTAY Club at
a banquet in Greenville. This
banquet wound up the 1954
football season for the Clemson
Tigers. Coach Frank Howard
was the principal speaker of
the evening.
of arts and science.
There have also been several
girls who have applied for admission to the college as engineering majors.
At the present time the enrollment in the School of Engineering is over twice that of
the second highest which is the
school of textiles.
The school of engineering has
been one of the fields of study offered at the college since it was
opened in 1893. It has always
had the largest enrollment of all
the schools on the campus as they
are now known.
It is certainly one of the most
progressive schools, and has one
of the most able members of the
faculty as its head: Dr. James
Hagood Sams.

^^U-SS^DIClt;
by A L CAPP

BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR OFFICIAL
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY
STORE FOR ALL OF YOUR
SCHOOL NEEDS!

Clemson Book Store
CHECKS CASHED FREE OF CHARGE!

• • • •
FOR MAGAZINES, TOILET ARTICLES,
SODAS AND SUNDRIES... ITS THE

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
H

7-THAT'S ANYFACE.MASTER

^ OF A MILLION DISGUISES
RELEASE THAT GIRL, VOU
BRAZEN CRIMINAL, OR I'LL.
:
» SHOOT YOU IN THE
a
</of
Ittk
GAS-TANK/?

HA.'.'-NO SELF-RESPECTING
HELICOPTER WOULD GO
JOY-RIDING WITH LOOS£
OANOROFF.'/'-GET WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL, CHARLIE. IT

■C5- ALCOHOLIC TONCS ORY1NSOUT YOUR SCALP ? *? SET NON-ALCOHOLIC £r WILDROOT CREAM-Ott-,CHARUE •^'jj

...AND HOW IT STARTED. FRED BIRMINGHAM says:
"I've wanted to be an editor ever since I worked on a boy's magazine
st age 8. After heing an editor of the Dartmouth literary magazine (The Dart)„
I set my sights on Esquire. It took 18 years of hard work to achieve
the editorship — after struggling as a newsmagazine cub, cartoon and
essay writer, advertising copy writer and trade paper editor."

CLEMSON THEATRE

"KING OF THE
KHYBER RIFLES"

*l started smofo'ng CAMELS
11 years ago. I've tmd many
other brands, buf my choice
(always is Camel. Mo ofher btQhd
js so mild-yef 50 rieh-tesfrnqj

EDITOR OF Esquire MAGAZINB

in
CinemaScope
and
Technicolor
MONDAY and TUESDAY
December 6 and 7

"THE STUDENT
PRINCE"
Starring
ANN BLYTH
' and
EDMUND PURDOM
in
CinemaScope and Color

START
SMOKING
CAMELS
YOURSELF!
Make the 30-Day
Camel Mildness
Test. Smoke
only Camels
for 30 days!

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
December 8 and 9

'THE BLACK WIDOW7
Starring
GINGER ROGERS
and
VAN HEFLIN
in
CinemaScope and Color

one

gram of hydrogen than there are
grains of sand on Coney Island.

£>r more purepleasure

